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Cholesterol-Trafficking by Transporters
Extracellular

(Annema & Tietge, Nutrition and Metabolism, 2012, 9:25)
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ments in hepatoma cells are consistent with such an LXR
agonist derived from cholesterol synthesis. In these cells,
despite abundant exogenous lipoprotein-derived cholesterol,
inhibition of endogenous cholesterol synthesis by HMGR
inhibition decreases expression of an LXR element reporter
or an LXR-target gene, and this is relieved by addition of the
HMGR reaction product mevalonate.61,62 Other important
oxysterols are also generated in the ER: the initial and
rate-limiting enzyme in classic bile acid synthesis, cholesterol
7!-hydroxylase (Cyp7A1), resides in the ER (Figure 1F).63
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ABCA1: Tangier Disease / HDL deficiency

ABCA1 & ABCG1: Diabetes / Atherosclerosis

Terri J. Allen et al. Diabetes 2015;64:3981-3983
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levels were elevated in seven of fourteen subjects, which
was a finding of importance. Approximately 80% of the
unsaturated sterols were cholesterol and 16% were plant
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• ↑ Plant sterols
• ↑ Cholesterol
• Premature coronary atherosclerosis

(Mymin et al, Circulation, 2003)

14 patients:
Plant sterols
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Fig. 3 Gas-liquid chromatograms of underivatized sterols present
in plasma of control, cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis,
and sitosterolHealthy
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(Salen et al, JLR, 1985)
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ABC sterol Transporters in the Brain
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Structural Biology
• Understanding biology by examining three dimensional (3-D) molecular
architectures and their changes.
• Learning life in action with the eyes of atoms: chemical and physical
properties of biological matters.
• Structures of biological molecules determine their functions.
Central dogma:
Sequence ➜ Structure ➜ Function

Nucleotides (DNA)

A major key concept in human
physiology (or any organism) is
how all the biological matters work
in the bodies. From systems (such
as gastrointestinal), organs,
tissues, to cells, all comes down to
operations of biological
macromolecules, such as DNA or
proteins.
As we discuss the molecular
interactions, we are looking at
reactions that happen among
thousands of atoms that make up
individual macromolecules.
This is the spirit of this course. We
are looking at how proteins work
in our bodies and how they
contribute to the physiological
functions at “atomic” resolution.

Proteins (tubulin/microtubule)

How ”Tiny” Can We See?
From human’s eyes to analytical
instruments, we are all limited to
how small objects we can see.
For cells, we can easily observe
under a light microscope and with
more detailed information using
electron microscopes.
To see objects at atomic
resolution, so far, we know X-ray
crystallography, transmission
electron microscopy, and NMR
spectroscopy can enable such
high-resolution imaging.
This course will selectively focus
on these three methodologies that
enable vast protein structurefunction studies so far.
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Structural diversity: bacterial point of view

(Thomas & Tampé, Curr Opin Struct Biol, 2018)

Structural diversity: mammalian point of view

(Thomas & Tampé, Curr Opin Struct Biol, 2018)

So, …
•

High-degree of structural diversity in the
transmembrane domains of ABC transporters.

•

The structural variability (likely) determines the
functional diversity of ABC transporters.

•

Transport mechanism is (likely) individually
distinct.

ABCG5/G8: X-ray Crystallography
G5G8 bicelle preparation

Crystal growth & X-ray diffraction
G5G8
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• Long exposure
2-5 sec @ APS
30 sec @ ALS

• Radiation damage
3-5 frames (< 5°)

• Signal (I/s = 11.5 at 3.9-4Å)

ABCG5/G8: X-ray Crystallography
Domain features

TMD: transmembrane domain
NBD: nucleotide-binding domain

ECD: extracellular domain
CnH: connecting helix

Structural similarity:

RMSD (Ca) ~ 2Å
(~28% sequence identity)

CpH: coupling helix

(Lee et al, Nature, 2016)
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ABCG5/G8, ABCG1, ABCA1: Single-particle Cryo-EM
is iteratively refined and validated using dedicated
software tools. Finally, the protein sequence is fitted
into the 3D map to build a 3D model of the protein.
In the past, millions of individual particle images
were required to solve a high-resolution structure.
Now, however, the development of highly sensitive,
micrograph
direct-detectionElectron
cameras is making
it possible for
structures to be solved from far fewer particle images,
helping to save both time and precious samples while
also providing higher resolution.
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The overall singleparticle cryo-EM
workflow, from protein
sample to 3D model.

The dawn of direct detectors
In the early days of cryo-EM, the 2D particle images
were recorded on photographic film. Film provided
relatively high resolution but in practice was tedious
to use. Many researchers in the field thus switched to
charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras for the convenience of a digital readout, but the resolution achievable with such cameras was relatively poor.
The recent development and commercialization of
direct-detection cameras have been major advances
3-D reconstruction &
for cryo-EM. Whereas CCD cameras convert elecrefinement
trons into photons in order
to record images, direct
detectors do just what their name suggests: they
detect the electrons directly. This allows particle
images to be collected with much greater sensitivity
than with a CCD camera.
Direct detectors are also fast, which allows images
to be recorded in ‘movie’ mode. Exploiting this ability,
researchers have devised methods to correct for the
image blurring that occurs as a result of tiny electron
beam–induced movements of samples during imaging. This new mode of data collection has been key
for obtaining near-atomic-resolution information.

←(Dörr, Nat Meth, 2016)
Heterogeneity:
a blessing
and a curse
(Zhang et
al, Comm
Biol, 2021)→
Whereas crystallization typically locks a protein
into its most stable orientation, proteins in cryo-EM

2-D classification

Supplemental Figures
ABCG5/G8, ABCG1, ABCA1: Single-particle Cryo-EM
COMMUNICATIONS BIOLOGY | https://doi.org/10.1038/s42003-021-02039-8

(Zhang et al, Figure
CommS1.
Biol,
2021) and Cryo-EM Analysis(Skarda
et al,ABCA1,
JMB, 2021)
Biochemical
of the Human
Related to Figure 1
(A) Representative size exclusion chromatogram (SEC) and SDS-PAGE of the hABCA1 in DDM and CHS.
(B) Euler angle distribution of the final 3D refinement of overall map.

(Qian et al, Cell, 2017)

Shared structural fold in ABCA and ABCG

(Qian et al, Cell, 2017)

Novel structural motifs in ABCA and ABCG
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Lipid/Sterol Transporters v.s. Cell Signaling
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Figure 6. Cholesterol-transporting ABC proteins inhibit SLO pore formation. (A) HEK293 cells transiently
Asymmetric
Cholesterol
Distribution
by orABC
transfected with plasmids
encoding GFP, ABCA1-GFP,
ABCA7-GFP, ABCB1-GFP,
ABCG1 were treated
with SLO and DAPI (original images are shown in Fig. S3). (B) DAPI-stained and -unstained GFP-positive cells
Sterol
Transporters
were counted, and proportions
were calculated.
Average values are shown with S.E. For each sample, images
were acquired at five positions in the dish. **P < 0.001 compared with control (GFP). n.s. P > 0.05 compared
with control (GFP). (C) Cholesterol content in the outer leaflet of the PM was analyzed by FACS with PFO-D4
labeled with Alexa Fluor 647. FreeStyle293-F cells with fluorescence intensity greater than 50,000 were defined
as GFP-positive, and others as GFP-negative. Original data are shown in Supplementary Fig. 3.

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of cholesterol distribution in the PM. The PM contains three different types
or pools of cholesterol: (I) SM-associated cholesterol in the outer leaflet; (II) SM-free cholesterol in the outer
leaflet; and (III) cholesterol in the inner leaflet. ABCA1 flops cholesterol from the inner to the outer leaflet of the
PM. The enhanced asymmetric distribution of cholesterol caused by exogenously expressed ABCA1 suppresses
SLO pore formation.
(Ogasawara et al, Sci Rep, 2019)

that this phenomenon is not cell type–specific. It is conceivable that flopping of cholesterol (transport from the
inner to outward leaflet) by exogenously expressed ABCA1 causes asymmetric cholesterol distribution in the PM,

Simulation of domain movement in ABCG5/G8.
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(Zein et al, Biochem Soc Trans, 2019)
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(Xavier et al, BCB, 2019)

Further Structural Analysis → Hydrophobic valve/gate & …

(Khunweeraphong et al, FEBS Lett, 2020)

sport. In the crystal structure of ABCG5/G811, electron
ity features representing a possible cholesterol moiety were
tiﬁed in a “vestibule” formed by transmembrane helices
H) 1–2 of one TMD and TMH 4–6 of the opposing TMD11.
searched these TMH regions in the cryo-EM map but did not
noticeable features. Recently, the cryo-EM structure of
G2 solved in the presence of its substrate E1S (PDB: 6HCO)
wed that the substrate-binding cavity is deﬁned by hydrobic residues from the TM2 and TM5 of opposing

domains rotate around the pivot point formed by the salt bridges,
and the helical domains rotate to the neighboring RecA domain
to sandwich the ATP molecular by the Walker A and signature
motifs. These rotational movements are essential to deliver a
“power stroke” to the TMDs to extrude the substrate to either the
extracellular space or the outer leaﬂet of the membrane (state III).
Then, ATP hydrolysis breaks the connection between RecA and
helical domains from the opposing half transporters. Finally, the
L. Skarda, J. Kowal and K.P. Locher
NBDs open by rotating back around the
pivot point formed by

Cholesterol-binding pocket(s):
different models, different proposals
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Journal of Molecular Biology 433 (2021)

The P loop of G8, which is located in NBS1 of G5G8, is shifted
laterally by ∼10 Å relative to the P loops of G5 or G1. This shift
is predicted to introduce a steric hindrance for ATP binding
(Fig. 8 B and C). A broader comparison of this degenerate
ATPase with other ABC transporters supports the notion that
the change seen in NBS1 of G5G8 is distinct (Fig. 8D). Of the
other 29 full-length or heterodimeric ABC transporters in the
mammalian genome, 21 have one active and one degenerate
NBD. In almost all cases, the glycine in the signature sequence is
mutated or the “catalytic” glutamate in the Walker B motif is
changed to aspartate (e.g., TAP1 and MRP1) or serine (e.g.,
CFTR) (41). These changes do not alter the overall structure of
the NBS; ATP binding is retained but ATP hydrolysis is abolished (37). The changes are highly conserved in these transporters, indicating ongoing evolutionary pressure on the
sequence of the degenerate NBD. In contrast, the sequence
change in the P loop of the degenerate NBS of G5G8 dramatically alters the fold (Fig.
6B) and
in a 2021)
marked decrease in
(Skarda
et results
al, JMB,
ATP binding (22).

Cholesterol Transport by G1 and G5G8
do rigid
hydrophobic sterols get exported across the mem4 Putative cholesterol-binding pockets in ABCG5/G8. A Cross-section of the transmembrane region of ABCG5/G8 shows aHow
putative
cholesterolCpH
brane
by
these
two ABC transporters? Molecular dynamics simCnH
ng pocket (rectangle in dashed line). B Zoom-in view of the putativeY424
cholesterol-binding site shows
that it is constructed by TM2 and TM5 of ABCG5
ulations predicted that within 100 ns of simulation, sterol leaves
F453
ABCG8. Amino acid residues likely important for cholesterol binding are shown as sticks. C Sequence alignments of TM2 and TM5
site 2between
of G5G8ABCG2,
in an orientation such that the 3′-hydroxyl group
F576
TM2
M577
G5, and ABCG8. Amino acid residues likely important for cholesterol
binding are marked by an asterisk.
faces the extracellular space (Movie S1). When the transporter is
in the inward-facing conformation, a cavity in the cytosolic leaflet
TM5a
engages the sterol substrate (site 1). The substrate may traffic from
COMMUNICATIONS BIOLOGY | (2021)4:526 | https://doi.org/10.1038/s42003-021-02039-8
| www.nature.com/commsbio
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Enzymatic Analysis → Allosteric Regulation
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Working Model of ABC Sterol Transporters
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(Xavier et al, IJMS, 2020)
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(Molecular/Atomic)
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2021)
Figure 4. ATPase studies and proposed (Skarda
mechanism.
Effect
of drugs on ATP hydrolysis activity of ABCG1.
Compounds and their concentrations are indicated, as are the solvents used to dissolve them. Shown are means,
n = 3, error bars denote SD. (b) Dose-response curve of benzamil-modulated inhibition of ATPase activity of
liposome-reconstituted ABCG1. Data points show mean of 3 independent measurements, error bars denote SD. The

